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This study investigates the social meanings of prosodic rhythm (using the Pairwise Variability Index, PVI) in African American English (AAE), and how this paralinguistic feature varies within the speech of "Michael", a fourteen-year-old male from Washington, D.C. The analysis demonstrates that Michael, in general, uses prosodic style-shifts to be expressive. However, a more fine-grained analysis reveals that rhythmic style shifts represent a stance taking strategy that occurs in oppositional alignment with authoritative figures (e.g., police officers). The current study seeks to contribute to the understanding of African American English prosody by uncovering some of its social meanings, as revealed in intra-speaker variation.

1. Introduction

The current study investigates the social meanings of prosodic rhythm (or syllable timing) in African American English (AAE), and how this paralinguistic signal varies within the speech of a single individual. The study of rhythm in African American English has mainly compared group scores from speakers of European American English (EAE) and African American English using the Pairwise Variability Index (PVI; Low and Grabe 1995), which measures the degree to which a language variety is, for instance, stress-timed or syllable-timed. The only preexisting study of AAE prosodic rhythm found no measurable synchronic differences between the above-mentioned groups (Thomas & Carter 2006), yet prosody and rhythm are viewed as salient features of African American English (Spears 1988; Wolfram & Thomas 2002; Thomas 2007). Further,
our understanding is limited with regard to possible intra-individual variation in prosodic rhythm, including how individuals strategically use rhythm to project personal identities and create positions, for example, in relation to sociocultural opportunities and constraints.

In the present study, I address the above shortcoming by mapping PVI scores to specific moments in discoursal interaction, using stance theory (Du Bois 2007). Specifically, I focus on how prosodic rhythm is used for the purpose of style shifting in constructed dialogue in narratives, which increases the immediacy of a past utterance in a present conversation (e.g., Hymes 1977; Schiffrin 1981) and recontextualizes a previous utterance in a current narrative or piece of discourse (Tannen 2007). The benefit of such a quantitative and qualitative fusion is an understanding of how rhythm can shift from being syllable-timed to stress-timed in order to accomplish specific interactional goals, including creating diverging stances and alignment between speakers. Finally, I argue that skillful narration and manipulation of syllable timing are essential aspects of the African American verbal strategy marking.

2. The Pairwise Variability Index in Sociolinguistics

The past couple of decades have seen a growing interest in the study of rhythm (e.g., Deterding 2001; Gut 2002; Udofot 2003; Torgersen & Szakay 2011), especially after Low & Grabe (1995) introduced the Pairwise Variability Index (PVI), which measures the degree with which a language variety is stress-timed, syllable-timed, or in between. Torgersen & Szakay (2011:165) describe the difference between syllable-timing and stress-timing as:

> Duration, which is linked to time, is the most frequent unit to measure...So-called syllable-timed languages will have a near-equal duration of units (e.g. syllables or vowels). Examples of such languages are Mandarin and Spanish. Stress-timed languages, on the other hand, will have larger durational variability of units.

In other words, stress-timed varieties are viewed as having larger durational variability in units regardless of whether or not vowels or entire syllables are measured. With regard to perception, the durational variability of units in stress-timed varieties distinguishes stress-timing and syllable-timing. In general, the lower the PVI score, the more syllable-timed a language is, whereas higher scores will indicate more durational variability and thus stress-timing (e.g., as in English and Dutch). Low & Grabe (1995) and Low, Grabe, & Nolan (2000) developed a method for calculating PVI scores, which has set the standard for current studies. Different flavors of the PVI equation exist, but there is little disagreement as to whether or not PVI is a reliable measure of prosodic rhythm. The equation used in this study will be discussed in the method section (Section 7, below).

With regard to PVI itself, there is currently some consensus; however, such a consensus has not always existed, as scholars have argued whether or not syllable-timing depends on a language’s overall phonological structure (Ramus et al. 1999; Gut et al. 2002). Dellwo & Wagner (2003) and Torgersen & Szakay (2011) argue that a high speech rate tends to make stress-timed speech more syllable-timed (actually, Low and Grabe’s equation does control for overall speaking rate). It is also common belief today that syllable-timing and stress-timing are not absolute entities but more of a gradable phenomenon (Ramus et al. 1999). A speaker of a stress-timed language will exhibit several stretches of syllable-timed speech throughout a conversation and vice versa, which suggests great intra-speaker variation.

To my knowledge, only one study (Thomas & Carter 2006) has investigated rhythm in African American English, using PVI. Thomas and Carter (2006) studied 20 African Americans and 20 European Americans from three rural North Carolina counties.
The rural North Carolina counties:

Speakers were in bordering Hyde County (coastal), Warren County (bordering Virginia), and Robeson County (bordering South Carolina). The main focus was to compare rhythmic scores from European Americans and African Americans, though data from other speakers were included in the study as well: recordings from pre-1860 European Americans, ex-slaves, Jamaican and Hispanic (Mexican origin) L2 speakers, and L1 Spanish speakers (the control group). The results showed no statistical difference in the rhythm produced by modern day African Americans and European Americans in North Carolina, whereas there was a clear distinction in the past.

Looking at the data presented in Figure 1, we see that the regression line illustrates a clear shift towards stress-timed speech in African American English in North Carolina over time. Recordings from the ex-slaves reveal a tendency skewed towards syllable-time speech, whereas younger speakers today are overwhelmingly stress-timed. In other words, speakers of AAE and EAE are becoming more similar. As to the convergence/divergence controversy regarding AAE and EAE, the authors argue that these findings be taken as evidence in favor of the convergence hypothesis. Note that Thomas and Carter decided to report mean of median scores instead of mean scores, as they argue center scores are more appropriate for inter-group comparison. They state, "the distribution of PVI values for any speaker is skewed," recognizing that for any speaker there is great variation (i.e., intra-individual variation) between syllable-timed and stress-timed speech, and therefore they want to exclude all extreme scores from either end of the PVI continuum.

Only two studies (Carter 2007; Callier 2011) have investigated intra-speaker variation and the social meanings of prosodic rhythm. Carter (2007) studied linguistic reinvention (i.e. a linguistic shift in an individual over time) in the speech of 'Maria', a 14-year-old Mexican American, who was born in Mexico City, but came to Raleigh, North Carolina at the age of eight. Carter noticed that Maria’s speech changed over a period of three years from an initial suburban white variety of English to a Latina dialect, which was accompanied by an orientation towards the urban landscape including hip hop clothing. While Maria had shifted her speech at the segmental level to "match up with the racialized social milieu" (2007:12) of her school, her rhythm did not change significantly; it did become more stress-timed, though, and matched up well with the other Latino groups in the area. The rhythmic change over time was not significant, but the Carter study does suggest that rhythm, just like any other variable, can be investigated as a stylistic resource for the construction of the linguistic self. In a similar study, Callier (2011) found two distinct linguistic styles in Mandarin Chinese – a "measured" style favored by men compared to the women’s "variable" style. The "variable" style consisted in general of more rhythmic variability and a greater degree of syllable lengthening, which leaves an overall impression of women having a
more dynamic prosody. Accordingly, Callier attaches social meaning to PVI scores, and demonstrates in addition that variation in PVI is expanding the range of gender identities.

In view of the fact that few studies have focused on individual speakers (as Carter 2006, Callier 2011 have done), more studies of stylistic variation in prosodic rhythm are needed, including the investigation of how rhythm can be used to accomplish specific interactional goals in face-to-face interaction. In the field of AAE, rhythm has mainly been noted impressionistically rather than quantitatively. However, despite the literature gaps, the existing observations are still crucial for our general understanding of AAE prosody and for the current study. Some of the studies on rhythm in AAE will be addressed in the following section.

3. Prosody and Rhythm in African American English

It is common belief that intonation and prosody are just as characteristic of African American English as are segmental and morphosyntactic features (Tarone 1973; Spears 1988; Alim 2004). Rhythm has been studied as a salient aspect of call and response in African American churches (Smitherman 1977; Green 2002), but these studies focus more on articulating the rhythmic cohesion between the preacher and the congregation than on intra-speaker variation. Except for the recent study by Thomas and Carter (2006), most observations on rhythm remain impressionistic, most likely because of the lack of reliable ways to measure prosody acoustically.

Though rhythm has not been established quantitatively to be a salient factor in the production of AAE, there are indications that rhythm correlates positively with identifying AAE perceptually. In a perception study from the early 1970s, Rickford found that respondents identified African American ethnicity correctly in 86% of all cases, using words such as "inflection", "variation in pitch and rhythm", "intonation", and "tone" to identify African Americans (findings reported in Rickford & Rickford 2000:102). Rickford and Rickford (2000:19) have also argued that cadence is essential in constructing social meaning:

In black speech, cadence is as crucial to meaning as the words themselves. The rhythm, inflection, and rhetorical style are organic to the message, the clues that the speaker provides as to his or her mood and the nature of his or her relationship with the audience.

In addition, Green (2002:160) argues that different rhetorical strategies in AAE are just as important as variation in lexical, morphosyntactic, and segmental features, and variation in rhythmic patterns contributes to the construction of these rhetorical strategies. One of the questions that remain then is which language or discourse features contribute to the construction of these rhetorical strategies, and whether rhythmic style shifts contribute to create these strategies. Apparently, African American verbal strategies are constructed based on a conglomeration of linguistic features, and variation in rhythm appears to be a salient factor in these strategies – especially in the strategy called marking.

4. The African American Verbal Strategy Marking

The verbal strategy marking appears to be one of the strategies in which rhythm could play a significant role, since Mitchell-Kernan (1972:176) argues that the most important linguistic features and functional effect of marking is so-called "paralinguistic mimicry". Mitchell-Kernan (1972: 176) defines marking as follows:
A common black narrative tactic in the folk tale genre and in accounts of actual events is the individuation of characters through the use of direct quotation. When in addition, in reproducing the words of individual actors, a narrator affects the voice and mannerisms of the speakers, he is using the style referred to as *marking* (clearly related to the standard English ‘mocking’). Marking is essentially a mode of characterization. The marker attempts to report not only what was said but the way it was said, in order to offer implicit comment on the speaker’s background, personality, or intent.

The idea that a marker not only reports what was said, but also comments on the way it was said, is similar to Bakhtin’s (1981[1953]) notion of heteroglossic discourse and Tannen’s work on constructed dialogue, in which she argues that the reported dialogue is not a report but rather “the recontextualization of words in a current discourse” (Tannen 2007:17). Marking is performed with constructed dialogue to mock the speech of a person either present or absent in the discourse. However, marking is not any type of performance speech, and should be understood in terms of Bakhtin’s (1984) notions of uni-directional and vari-directional double voicing. Uni-directional double voicing refers to the performance of another voice, in which the speaker aligns positively with the performed speech, whereas vari-directional double voicing is used to take an opposing (perhaps negative) stance towards the voice being performed. Accordingly, marking should be viewed as a type of vari-directional double voicing, since the marker “attempts to report not only what was said but the way it was said” for the purpose of mocking someone (i.e. to align negatively with the performed voice) and represent the ideas, intentions, and values of the constructed speaker (see, e.g., Johnstone 2008). In addition, marking also involves topics or people that evoke a highly emotive investment in the performed speech, since an interactant would under normal circumstances not use expressive paralinguistic cues unless some face-work is also being performed. In this connection, Mitchell-Kernan (1972:177) argues that marking often involves “a caricature of a social type which is frequently the object of scorn and derision”, such as a police officer in an inner city neighborhood (see also Alim 2004:51). Finally, the expressive nature of marking appears to be more important than mere referential linguistic meaning, since “change in posture, speech rate, tone of voice, facial expression, etc., may signal a change in meaning” (Mitchell-Kernan 1972:179). As a consequence, rhythm plays a central role in marking, which is why I address rhythm in constructed dialogue to investigate if certain cases of constructed dialogue can be considered cases of marking and also to see if rhythmic style shifts play a role.

In their study of AAE rhythm, researchers have primarily commented upon rhythm impressionistically without looking at quantitative patterns; alternatively, researchers have lumped ethnicities into predefined categories for the comparison of PVi scores without paying attention to the potential social meanings conveyed through style shifts. Therefore, a combination of methods is needed when we seek to understand the overall PVi patterns, while at the same time aiming to uncover the social meanings of PVi and to determine how rhythm is used as a discursive strategy to accomplish specific interactional goals. When studying marking, issues of speaker representation, stancetaking, and alignment between speakers must be considered, since marking appears to happen in divergent alignment between subjects – i.e. between the marker and the marked subject.

Starting from the gaps in the literature signaled above, the current study is guided by the following research questions:

1. Is there a difference in rhythm (PVi) between constructed dialogue within narratives and non-dialogue narrative discourse?
2. Does rhythm in a narrative depend on speaker alignment?
3. What are the social meanings of rhythmic style shifts in narratives?
5. Michael and the Data

The data for this study comes from a one-hour sociological interview with Michael, a fourteen-year-old African American male from Washington, D.C., who has earlier been confirmed as a highly vernacular speaker of the AAE variety spoken in South East Washington, D.C. (Nielsen 2010; Nielsen 2011; Schilling-Estes 2006; Schilling & Jamsu 2010). Michael is a vivid storyteller, and he often goes off on tangents to tell narratives about fighting, run-ins with law enforcement, going to prison, and dating (Schilling-Estes 2006). Further, Michael often displays agentive behavior and takes control of the conversation to tell stories, and he often uses constructed dialogue to perform the views of his friends, girlfriend, and family, as well as of the antagonists in his life, such as police officers in his neighborhood. As such, the interview with Michael is an ideal site for investigating identity and style shifts as well as the complexities of social meanings expressed through constructed dialogue. Michael performs the speech of friends and foes alike, and the constructed dialogue displays various types of alignment with narrative characters, such as divergent and convergent alignment. An ideal framework for investigating alignment is that of Du Bois (2007), as it represents the discourse framework that I seek to integrate with the variationist paradigm. The following section provides specific examples of how I operationalize stance theory and thus fuse it with the variationist paradigm and the Pairwise Variability Index.

6. Operationalizing Stance Theory

This section concerns the integration of stance theory into the study of AAE for the purpose of quantitative and qualitative benefits. Stance should be understood as a type of linguistic social action that aligns interactants with respect to objects and people in the real world and the story world. Stance is a central aspect of constructed dialogue and marking, since the most important form of stancetaking is evaluation (Du Bois 2007:142). Marking is precisely the act of evaluating a character through constructed dialogue, thus recontextualizing previously spoken discourse. The stance act involves evaluation, positioning, and alignment between speakers (Du Bois 2007:163). These components all constitute an overall stance act (illustrated by the stance triangle in Figure 2):

Figure 2. The Stance Triangle (Du Bois 2007:163)

The alignment between speakers creates intersubjectivity, illustrated by Du Bois’ formulation, “I evaluate something, and thereby position myself, and thereby align with you” (2007:163, his italics). The “I” represents subject 1 in the stance triangle and “you” represents subject 2.

In the current study, I adopt Du Bois’ (2007) perspective of scalar alignment, in which alignment is viewed as a continuous phenomenon. Alignment is defined here “as the act of calibrating the relationship between two stances, and by implication between
two stancetakers” (Du Bois 2007:162). In a scalar perspective, calibration is a measure of relative agreement between interactants; it involves convergent, divergent, or ambiguous alignment between interactants, since the alignment always occurs to a certain degree and not in absolute terms (i.e. one agrees to a certain extent with another person).

Stance or stancetaking involves linguistic ways in which interactants create and signal relationships with other interactants, discursively constructed personas, or with objects and ideas. Accordingly, I will first identify cases of constructed dialogue, and determine alignment between subject 1 and subject 2. Then I categorize alignment in constructed dialogue as being convergent, divergent, or ambiguous, while mapping these dynamic, discursively founded categories on to PVI scores in constructed dialogue; finally, I compare my results with what is found in non-dialogue narrative discourse. Constructed dialogue is thus a discursive choice that aligns people in the story world and by extension in the social world. These choices, if they recur, contribute to an emerging speaking style, and the language patterns become ideologically linked with social meanings created in the discourse (Irvine 2001).

The following section provides examples (based on stance theory) of what I have classified as convergent and divergent alignment in the interview with Michael. The first extract below concerns a case of convergent alignment involving constructed dialogue. Michael talks about who should pay in a relationship – the boy or the girl – when out on a date. The interviewer has just asked if it would be okay for a girl to pay on a date. The constructed dialogue, where Michael performs the speech of his girlfriend, shows convergence between Michael and his girlfriend (stance subject 1 and 2). The constructed dialogue appears in quotation marks (see Appendix A for transcription conventions):

Extract 1

1  Michael: Yeah, I had a girl like that,
2               this girl named Crystal.
3       [I: tell[æ] her[ə]] I had[c#ø] no money.
4                She’s like,
5 "I got money. I’ll pay for[o] you.”
6       I was like,
7 "Okay, okay,
8  I- [I: a:] ain’t got no money.”
9          And I’m and I- and she’s like,
10            I- I- yeah,
11 "I’ll do it [d] this time because,
12      you do it for[o] me ever[crø]ly time.”
13     Girls should pay someti[æ]mes too.

In this example, Michael uses constructed dialogue in several cases to perform the speech of his girlfriend, Crystal. He also quotes himself, which increases the immediacy of a past utterance in a present conversation (e.g., Hymes 1977; Schiffrin 1981), thus drawing the listener into the story by making the past seem more vivid. Michael begins by talking about his girlfriend, Crystal (1, 2), who is paying for both when they are out on the date. Michael constructs (or reconstructs) the dialogue for the interviewer by quoting himself saying that on this particular date, he did not have any money (3). The constructed girlfriend says that she has money and will pay for Michael (5). Michael shows convergence with her suggestion by the use of the repeated discourse marker okay in, ”Okay, okay” (7), but restates his lack of money. The girlfriend finally offers to pay for him, since he usually pays for her (11-12). The constructed dialogue is completed with many features of AAE including double negatives in (8) ”ain’t got no”, stopping of an interdental fricative in (11) ”[d]this” and a loss of /r/ after consonants in (12) ”ever[crø]ly”. Thus, Michael is highly vernacular in his speech as he recontextualizes the dialogue.

Extract 2 shows divergence in the narrative. In this case, Michael
is performing the speech of a police officer, and the constructed dialogue imitates the line of questioning Michael and his friend are subjected to by the police officer. Michael's immediate response diverges from the speech of the performed police officer.

Extract 2

1 Michael: [a:] don’t[øc] like [d]he pólice.
2 Like [d]he mar[ø]shalls,
3 they- they WILL hit you.
4 Downtown at the mar[ø]shalls,
5 they’ll hit you.
6 if you do something,
7 like to- like do something BAD,
8 curse them out or something.
9 That’s[øc] why I don’t like ‘em the pólice [d]there.
10 Just come to you for no reason.
11 Like if you walk in a neighbor[ø]hood,
12 where you don’t live at,
13 they come at you with[c#ø] like,
15 It don’t[øc] MATTER[ø] where[ø] we [Øc] going[n]!
16 We didn’t do nothing[m] so why is[gen2] you,
17 asking[met] where we going?
18 So we was[gen] like,
19 it look[V] like we suspicious,
20 we look[V] suspicious,

The interviewer asks Michael what his general feeling is towards the police, which elicits the narrative in Extract 2. Michael's first response is that he dislikes the police (1), and continues to talk about how the marshals use violence (4-5). The constructed dialogue occurs in line (14), "Where [Øc] you at? Where [Øc] you going?" in which Michael performs the speech of a police officer who follows Michael and his friend around the neighborhood, and questions their intentions, which Michael finds unwarranted as shown in line (10), "Just come to you for no reason." It is evident from lines (14-15) that Michael is disaligned with the constructed dialogue of the police in the story world and by extension with the police in the life world. The parallel dialogic syntax in (14) and (15) brings alignment to the surface between the interactional personas through "the act of reproducing words and structures of the prior speaker" (Du Bois 2007:166). Further, when there is a contrast between two similar syntactic constructions, the disaligned aspect of the parallel structure is emphasized with a contrasting element, which in this particular case is "It don’t[øc] MATTER[ø].” This example is similar to Tannen’s (1987) repetition with an additional expansion of the repetition. The repetition and expanded structural parallelism echo Michael’s position and thus highlight his annoyance with the unwarranted line of questioning. The alignment diagram represented in Table 1 (which is based on Figure 2 and inspired by Du Bois 2007) demonstrates the divergent alignment between Michael and the police officers:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>#</th>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Stance Subj. 1</th>
<th>Stance Subj. 2</th>
<th>Positions/ Evaluates</th>
<th>Stance Object</th>
<th>Aligns (divergent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>Police</td>
<td>[we]</td>
<td>[you]</td>
<td>[Øc] going</td>
<td>where</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>Michael</td>
<td>[Øc]</td>
<td>[øc] going[n]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. An alignment diagram showing divergent alignment

If we take a closer look at the performed sentence (14), "Where [Øc] you at? Where [Øc] you going?”, it is evident that Michael is disaligned with the statement based on the counterstance in line (15) "It don’t[øc] MATTER[ø] where[ø] we [Øc] going[n]!” The stance object in (14) is the interrogative pronoun "where," which is realized with a deleted copula plus the present progressive 'going', thus positioning the stance subject 2 ‘you’ in relation to the object. The implied stance subject 1 is the police officers, which can be deduced from the previous discourse ("they") in (13) "they come at you with[c#ø] like", and earlier references to the police. In other words, the officers want Michael and his friend to account for their behavior, and are thus disaligned with Michael and his friend. This
 divergence is amplified in (15), in which Michael quickly counters the police officers’ stance act (14) with a counter stance. The evaluation and the stance object are echoed through the parallel syntactic structure, but now stance subject 1 is changed to reflect Michael and his friend’s point of view, making the implied stance subject 2 the police "[you]". The evaluation and the stance object resonate with "[Øc] going" and "where", but the parallelism is contrasted with the expanded structure "It don't[øc] MATTER[ø]", which negates the previous stance act set forth by the police, while highlighting the divergence in alignment.

7. Method

Twenty-four cases of constructed dialogue were analyzed in the interview, in which Michael performs the speech of another person. Constructed dialogue was identified by locating quotatives3, which are words in the narrative discourse that signal a reported context and thus a constructed dialogue (Tannen 2007, Johnstone 2008). The constructed dialogue in the narratives were introduced by quotatives be like/like (N=16), say (N=5), and tell/telling (N=3). The three lines below illustrate how Michael uses like in (1), say (2), and tell (3) to introduce constructed dialogue. The quotatives are marked in boldface:

(1) They come at you with[c#ø] like,"Where [Øc] you at? Where [Øc] you going?"
(2) They- [d] they said, "Don’t[øc] DO it!” [d] They gonna sit us in this PROgram.
(3) She tell me straight up, “I ain’t got AIDS.”

A total of 282 measurements were made of vowel nuclei using Praat (version 5.1.30; Boersma & Weenink 2010), which resulted in 141 PVI calculations, as it took two syllables to calculate a PVI score. The measurements included the vowel nuclei in the constructed dialogue (N=88) and in the non-dialogue narrative discourse (N=194) immediately preceding and following the quote to investigate if rhythmic style shifts occur in connection with constructed dialogue. Consequently, PVI measurements were taken before the constructed dialogue in the non-dialogue narrative discourse and after the constructed dialogue in the non-dialogue narrative discourse; as a result, more than twice as many non-dialogue measurements were made, compared to dialogue measurements. Several cases of constructed dialogue were excluded from the analysis – especially the cases where Michael’s speech is not fluent due to long pauses, false starts, and inaudible language – the aim being to find passages of speech in which both the constructed dialogue and the surrounding non-dialogue discourse gave the percept of a fluent rhythm. The total number of measurements (N=282) well exceeds the 200 token threshold established in current PVI studies for averaging out deviations, "due to segmental factors, such as intrinsically longer or shorter vowels (Peterson and Lehiste 1953) or the voicing of the following consonant (e.g. House and Fairbanks 1953)” (Thomas & Carter 2006).

As mentioned, PVI scores are a measure of the degree to which speech is more or less syllable-timed or stress-timed. The method for calculating PVI was adopted from Low and Grabe (1995), which was later modified by Low, Grabe, and Nolan (2000). The original method was adopted for this study due to concerns about recording quality, which is a similar concern voiced by Carter (2007). The equation used to calculate PVI scores is presented in Figure 3; it compares the duration of two adjacent syllables, and controls for speaking rate by taking the difference in duration of two syllables, and dividing it by their mean duration.
Low and Grabe (1995) used laboratory speech and were able to include consonant syllable onsets and codas due to the high recording quality. By contrast, the data in the present study made it difficult to determine the onsets of many consonants; likewise, it was difficult to determine which syllable an intervocalic consonant should be assigned to. Accordingly, as was the case in Carter’s (2007) study, only vocalic nuclei were measured in the present study. The only consonants included were the coda liquids /l, r/. These liquids were treated as glides (and thus as part of the preceding vowel), since segmenting vowel and liquid was virtually impossible. Due to the effect of pre-pausal lengthening, syllables in pre-pausal feet were excluded from the analysis, with pauses being determined as perceptible breaks. T-tests were conducted to determine significant difference between constructed dialogue and non-dialogue discourse.

8. Results

Referring to the original research questions, the results of the first question (involving differences in PVI between constructed dialogue and non-dialogue narrative discourse) are presented in Figure 4 and Table 2:

It is evident that Michael’s rhythm in constructed dialogue is much more stress-timed compared to the surrounding non-dialogue narrative discourse. Michael’s speech in constructed dialogue has a higher mean PVI, and thus greater variability in the duration of syllable nuclei, which places his constructed dialogue speech towards the highly stress-timed end of the rhythm continuum. In contrast, the surrounding non-dialogue discourse approaches the syllable-timed end of the continuum. Table 2 shows that the average PVI-score for constructed dialogue is .623 compared to .422 for narrative discourse; the difference is significant, statistically speaking, with a p-value at .002 (p=0.002). Note also (cf. Figure 4) that Michael’s mean PVI score was .485, which places him in the lower end of the stress-timed continuum.
While Michael’s scores cannot be compared directly to Thomas and Carter’s (2006) study of African American prosodic rhythm in North Carolina, it is still interesting to speculate about the similarities and differences. Not surprisingly, Michael’s overall score is in the low end of stress-timed speech, since Michael talks very fast throughout most of the interview, and a fast speech rate tends to correlate positively with syllable-timed speech in otherwise stress-timed languages (Dellwo & Wagner 2003; Callier 2011). Thomas and Carter (2006) found that African Americans in North Carolina have a clear tendency to move towards stress-timed speech over time. Michael’s rhythm varies depending on discourse function, which is evident from his higher PVI scores in constructed dialogue compared to the surrounding non-dialogue discourse. Accordingly, the discourse context should be investigated in greater detail, with speaker alignment taken into account (which was the goal of research question number 2).

As to research question number 2: "Does rhythm in a narrative depend on speaker alignment?" the answer is likewise affirmative, as is evident from Figure 5:

![Figure 5. Constructed dialogue vs. non-dialogue narrative discourse based on alignment](image)

Table 3. PVI scores for constructed dialogue in divergent alignment compared to non-dialogue discourse.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PVI Types</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>t stat</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>p-value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>PVI Divergent Alignment</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>0.659</td>
<td>0.21</td>
<td>2.649</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0.02</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PVI Non-dialogue Discourse</td>
<td>79</td>
<td>0.579</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.231</td>
<td>159</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 illustrates that the rhythm in constructed dialogue and non-dialogue narrative discourse is similar when the constructed dialogue occurs in stance acts where Michael shows either convergent alignment (in 10 cases; N=10), or ambiguous alignment (N=4). When the constructed dialogue is performed in a stance act where Michael conveys divergent alignment (N=10), the PVI score for constructed dialogue reveals highly stress-timed speech (0.659), compared to the surrounding syllable-timed speech (0.379). The difference is significant with p=0.02, as illustrated in Table 3.

Figure 6 illustrates the relationship between prosodic rhythm and alignment type. The trend lines reveal that the more Michael distances himself from the other stance subject in the dialogic syntax, the bigger the stylistic shift is found in his speech between syllable-timed and stress-timed speech, thus creating a more dramatic style shift.

The variation in prosodic rhythm based on alignment in the interview discourse suggests that identity work is at play in divergent alignment. It appears that Michael is using stylistic shifts in rhythm to convey a particular type of social meaning in these specific moments of interaction. The final research question in this study seeks to uncover rhythm’s social meanings, especially of rhythmic style shifts in narrative discourse.

This last research question is more difficult to answer, but when we take a closer look at the locations of the biggest differences between stress-timed and syllable-timed speech, a pattern starts to emerge. I will propose that rhythmic style shifts in general are used to be expressive in constructed dialogue, and great variation in syllable...
timed and stress-timed speech, thus creating a more dramatic style shift. Most extreme rhythmic shifts between stress-timed and syllable-timed speech were found in topics that involved run-ins with the police, contact with the correctional system, and getting into fights – all topics that trigger highly divergent stances in Michael’s case. Most cases of ambiguous and converging alignment were found in narratives involving dating and gender ideology as, for example, when Michael performs the speech of his girlfriend. It is evident that performative, stylistic behavior is at play in divergent alignment, and the more Michael distances himself from antagonists in the interactional world, the greater the distance is in PVI scores between syllable-timed and stress-timed speech. For the remaining sections of this study, I turn to cases of divergent alignment for a more in-depth analysis of the most extreme rhythmic shifts. Table 4 below shows all ten cases of constructed dialogue in divergent alignment along with a description of the discourse context in which the quoted speech appeared in the interview.

From Table 4, it is evident that Michael uses constructed dialogue to perform the speech of various people, including the police and other legal officials (1-3), the antagonist in a fight that Michael got into (4), his girlfriend (5-9), and his grandmother (10). Example 10 is different from the others, as it involves Michael performing his grandmother talking to a girl who accused Michael of getting her pregnant. The biggest difference between constructed dialogue and the surrounding non-dialogue discourse is found in examples 1-4, with an average PVI score of 0.814 for constructed dialogue and 0.259 for non-dialogue discourse, meaning that the performed speech is highly stress-timed compared to the highly syllable-timed surrounding non-dialogue discourse. The four examples thus represent extreme cases of stylistic shifts in prosodic rhythm, which I will argue are part of a marking verbal strategy. All ten examples could potentially be part of a marking strategy, since stylistic shifts in rhythm are used to perform and recontextualize the speech of other individuals, which partly meets Mitchell-Kernan’s (1972) description of marking. However, examples 1-4 are different from the other six examples, as they involve performances of personas that represent sociocultural challenges to Michael’s everyday life, including the police, correctional officers, and a violent antagonist, and therefore trigger a particularly indignant stance.

In order to illustrate Michael’s indignant stances, example three (Extract 3) from Table 4 is analyzed in greater detail below as it epitomizes Michael’s performance of a persona that is subject to scorn and derision. In this example, Michael once again performs the speech of a police officer following him and his friend around the neighborhood. Again, we see that the performed speech is highly
The alignment diagram in Table 5 demonstrates the divergence in alignment, as the police officer instructs Michael and his friend to leave school property if they do not want to get arrested.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Speaker</th>
<th>Stance Subj. 1</th>
<th>Stance Subj. 2</th>
<th>Positions/Evaluates</th>
<th>Stance Object</th>
<th>Aligns (divergent)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Police</td>
<td>[we]</td>
<td>[you]</td>
<td>can’t sit</td>
<td>right [d]there</td>
<td>[can’t]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Divergent alignment in police narrative

Michael’s emotional involvement in the narrative and oppositional stance to the police are evident in the overall response to the question if the police confront Michael without reason. In Extract 3, Michael’s sudden commitment and involvement in the narrative appears in line (5) when Michael self-repairs (Schiffrin 2006) his initial response with emphatic phonology on "CAUSE," which introduces the constructed dialogue "If the school [Øc] not[,?] open, can’t sit right [d]there.” In line (9) after the performed quote, Michael once again self-repairs in, "And I was- I MOved" with emphatic stress on "moved", showing that Michael does not want to face the con-
sequences of not complying with police orders, as he has previously been struck by the police in Washington, D.C. The disaligned aspect is completed by the threat in lines (11-12), "they could have locked us up for trespassing", in which the police inform Michael and his friend of the possible consequences for not complying with police orders. The police do not take action, but the threat remains: Do as we say or you will go to jail. The expressive nature of the rhythmic style shift clusters with other expressive stress patterns in "CAUSE" and "MOved", and Michael shows highly vernacular speech with the use of a verb stem to denote past tense "say[V]" (5), copula deletion "if the school [Øc] not[?] open" (6) as well as phonological features, such as stopping of interdental fricatives (7, 15), r-lessness (11), and l-vocalization (2). In this example, the performed speech is significantly more stress-timed compared to the more syllable-timed surrounding speech in the non-dialogue discourse (PVI stress-timed speech = 0.71; PVI syllable-timed speech = 0.29; p=0.03). This rhythmic difference is used to mark the police officer.

9. The Social Meanings of Prosodic Rhythm

A stylistic shift in Michael’s rhythm from highly syllable-timed speech to stress-timed speech conveys expressiveness in general and marking in severe cases of divergent alignment. The most extreme cases of rhythmic style shifts in constructed dialogue occur when Michael discusses topics of sociocultural constraints – such as run-ins with law enforcement and going to jail. In these examples, he uses variation in prosodic rhythm to position his antagonists in the storyworld and imbue certain authoritative character traits, while subjecting the characters to scorn and derision. Michael is not only reproducing the words of individual actors, he also mocks the voice of the actors.

To revisit Mitchel-Kernan’s (1972) observations on marking, "[t]he marker attempts to report not only what was said but the way it was said, in order to offer explicit comment on the speaker’s background, personality, or intent." A switch in rhythm for Michael is a stancetaking strategy that occurs in oppositional alignment, and the marking that emerges from a skillful manipulation of syllable timing, or rhythm, creates an ideological link between Michael and the sociocultural challenges he faces in the urban landscape. I maintain that the changes in rhythm are part of a marking verbal strategy in which he not only performs or constructs the voice of a police officer, but, simultaneously, imbues the officer with intentions of unnecessary aggression and unreasonable behavior.

To summarize these findings, Figure 8 below formalizes the social meanings of rhythm in Michael’s speech, which may be indicative of how rhythm is used in African American English in general. The light area of the continuum in Figure 8 symbolizes that there is little difference in variation between syllable-timed and stress-timed speech, whereas the dark area of the continuum symbolizes great variation in syllable timing. Marking occurs where the most extreme PVI style shifts are found:

Figure 8. The social meanings of prosodic rhythm

An additional meaning to Michael’s style shifts could be clarity. That is, Michael’s highly stress-timed speech often gives a percept
of a slower rhythm, when compared to his syllable-timed speech. If we draw upon Eckert’s (2008) notion of indexical fields, the fact that Michael speaks slower and with a different rhythm when he marks an authority could be tied to the ideological notion of standard versus vernacular speech. Standard speech is ideologically associated with formal institutions of power and to the characters holding such power. Hence, Michael could be using stress-timed rhythm to signal standardness, institutional power, which indexes the speech of, for instance, a police officer in the story world.

10. Conclusion

The current study set out to investigate rhythmic style shifts in African American English from the perspective of intraspeaker variation. The data came from Michael—a fourteen-year-old African American and a highly vernacular speaker of the African American English variety found in South East Washington, D.C. Michael’s rhythmic style shifts were investigated to shed light on the poorly understood area of AAE prosody, as prosody and rhythm are viewed as highly salient factors of AAE. The analyses of 24 cases of constructed dialogue and 282 PVI measurements demonstrate that Michael throughout the interview is a stress-timed speaker, in line with previous group findings on African American prosodic rhythm (Thomas and Carter 2006). However, the distinction between stress-timed and syllable-timed speech is accentuated even more clearly when rhythm is viewed in specific moments of interaction. The current study shows that Michael’s rhythm in constructed dialogue is highly stress-timed compared to the surrounding syllable-timed discourse: the constructed dialogue occurs in an oppositional stance act expressed with diverging alignment compared to converging alignment.

In addition, the study demonstrates that Michael in general uses rhythmic style shifts to be expressive in constructed dialogue, and that great variation in prosodic rhythm is an essential part of the African American verbal strategy marking. Marking is found in cases in which Michael uses paralinguistic mimicry to construct caricatures of common, recognizable social stereotypes, such as a police officer. Accordingly, Michael uses variation in rhythm to distance himself from antagonists in the interactional world by constructing personas and evaluate these personas in a certain light.

As to the convergence vs. divergence debate, I would be very reluctant to say that there is a convergence between AAE and EAE in prosodic rhythm even though Michael’s overall PVI score is similar to varieties of EAE. The present study demonstrates the importance of case studies for understanding larger group patterns of internalized variation, and it suggests that overall PVI scores can be similar between ethnic groups, yet verbal strategies may be arranged in a completely different manner and be used for completely different interactional purposes. However, such an interactional perspective is obscured if only PVI scores are compared, without investigating the discourse in greater detail. I have argued here that in narratives, great variation in rhythm may be part of the verbal strategy marking, especially in severe cases of divergent alignment, in which Michael mocks social stereotypes, such as police officers in inner city Washington, D.C. neighborhoods.
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Notes

1 I would like to thank Carissa Froyum Roise and Christine Mallinson for kindly sharing the data with me. I am also grateful for the input and feedback I have received from Natalie Schilling, Deborah Schiffrin, Heidi E. Hamilton, Robert J. Podesva, Patrick Callier, Nicolai Pharao as well as audiences at NWAV 40 and Sociolinguistic Symposium 19 for feedback on previous versions of this paper. I am also grateful for the feedback I have received from the editors of this volume. The author, however, takes full responsibility for any flaws and shortcomings.

2 Due to lack of space, cases of ambiguous alignment will not be discussed further; also, only four cases were noted in the interview.

3 Obviously, constructed dialogue is not always introduced by quotatives, and other linguistic resources such as shifts in deixis can introduce constructed dialogue, but only cases with quotatives were included in the current study for the purpose of methodological consistency.
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# Appendix A: Transcription Conventions

## Phonological Features of AAE

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Transcription Symbols</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>R-lessness (r-0) in post-vocalic environments</td>
<td>[ø] (lower case ø)</td>
<td>Car[ø], mor[ø]ning</td>
<td>Fasold and Wolfram (1970)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monophongal /ay/</td>
<td>[a:]</td>
<td>Pie[a:], f[a:]</td>
<td>Rickford (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stopping of interdental fricative eth -&gt; /d/</td>
<td>[d]</td>
<td>[d]hat</td>
<td>Rickford (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Alveolar stops /d/ realized as glottal stop</td>
<td>[?]</td>
<td>did[?]n’t</td>
<td>Fasold and Wolfram (1970)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Falsetto speech</td>
<td>Bold</td>
<td>’I ain’t had sex with the girl.”</td>
<td>Alim (2004)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loss of single final consonant</td>
<td>[c#ø]</td>
<td>I was MAD[c#ø]</td>
<td>Bailey and Thomas (1981)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Grammatical Features of AAE: Syntax and morphology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Transcription Symbols</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Copula Deletion</td>
<td>(Øc) (capital Ø)</td>
<td>she [Øc] pregnant</td>
<td>Labov (1972), Rickford (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalization of was were</td>
<td>[gen]</td>
<td>you was[gen] with us</td>
<td>Wolfram (1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Generalization of is are</td>
<td>[gen2]</td>
<td>why is[gen2] you asking</td>
<td>Wolfram (1993)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of ain’t for negation</td>
<td>ain’t</td>
<td>I ain’t gonna let him go out like that</td>
<td>Rickford (1999)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Use of verb stem as past tense or preterite form</td>
<td>[V]</td>
<td>They say[stem] it wasn’t ours and,</td>
<td>Wolfram (1993:12)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Multiple Negation</td>
<td>[mn]</td>
<td>We didn’t do nothing[mn]</td>
<td>Labov (1972)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

## Transcription Conventions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>Transcription Symbols</th>
<th>Example</th>
<th>Reference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Short pause</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>they found out it wasn’t me and my friend[ac].</td>
<td>Schiffrin (1987, 2006), Tannen (1989)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Primary stress</td>
<td>′</td>
<td>Cause one day I was fighting</td>
<td>Schiffrin (1987, 2006), Tannen (1989)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overlapped speech</td>
<td>[ ]</td>
<td>So she’s not preg[nant]? [I[ø] was</td>
<td>Schiffrin (1987, 2006), Tannen (1989)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>At right of line indicates segment to be continued after another’s turn; at left of line indicates continuation of prior segment after another’s turn</td>
<td>“ ”</td>
<td>I was MAD[œa]</td>
<td>Schiffrin (1987, 2006), Tannen (1989)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>